Britannia Canopies (except DWE & Mistream Models) are available with Britannia approved Desinfinator UV Modules and Safety components. Britannia approved Desinfinator UV systems come from one of Europe’s leading innovators and manufacturers of technically superior UV equipment, centred around the unique lamp assemblies. These lamps, unlike conventional tubes found in other systems, rarely need maintenance or cleaning - a major breakthrough in reducing labour costs, downtime and giving maximum grease destruction throughout the lamp life which is typically over 8800 hours.

Each system comes complete with Control Module, dual lamp modules, safety interlock system and control/indicator panel.

**BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Power supply:** 230V / 50Hz
- **Power consumption:** Slim Line Degreaser: 140 W
- **Light / radiation:** UV-C
- **IP class:** IP 65 (for the parts to be installed inside the canopy)
- **Dimensions:** Slim Line Degreaser
- **Control Module:** 400 x 260 x 120 mm
- **Lamp package:** 360 x 110 x 60 mm

Further details and project specific estimates available on request.